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For immediate release       December 17, 2015. 

 

AP Story Incorrect: United States Government Confirms Century Arms Firearm Unrelated to Paris 

Attack.  

Century employs nearly two hundred men and women in high-quality, manufacturing-
related jobs.  Indirectly, the company supports dozens more jobs through the work it 
sends to vendors.  For more than fifty years, Century has sold high-quality sporting 
arms to meet the demands of its customers.  The firearms sold by Century are in 
common usage throughout the United States for hunting, range shooting, historical-
collecting, and home defense.  

Century has an active and vibrant training and compliance program.  The company 
abides by all federal, state, and local laws and regulations.  Century expects the 
firearms it ships to licensed firearms dealers in the United States to be sold in strict 
compliance with the law. United States law forbids the selling or transfer of a firearm to 
anyone outside of this country without approval from the United States Department of 
State.  Century also expects that anyone who breaks these laws will be 
found and prosecuted.  

The United States Government has confirmed that the firearm mentioned in an 
Associated Press story, upon which numerous other stories were based, was legally 
imported into the United States and legally sold to a licensed firearms dealer in the 
United States.  That firearm, according to that confirmation, is unrelated – repeat 
unrelated – to the Paris attacks.  Therefore, the Associated Press story is wrong and 
should not have been reported.    

This false AP story was readily checkable, but was not.  At a minimum, the AP should 
have waited for a response from the United States Government.  And it should have 
performed an elementary-level review of the United States import laws, which require 
that all firearms imported into the United States have specific markings on 
them. Performing proper due diligence and verifying whether the firearm had the 
required United States import markings should have been, but was not, done before 
reporting this story.     

 


